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Abstract—We investigate the seismicity rate behaviour in and

around Greece during 2009, seeking significant changes in rate

preceding larger events. For individual larger events it is difficult to

clearly distinguish precursory rate changes from other, possibly

unrelated, variations in seismicity. However, when we aggregate

seismicity data occurring within a radius of 10 km and in a 50-day

window prior to earthquakes with, e.g. magnitude C3.5, the

resulting aggregated time series show a clearly increasing trend

starting 2–3 weeks prior to the ‘‘mainshock’’ time. We apply sta-

tistical tests to investigate if the observed behaviour may be simply

consistent with random (poissonian) variations, or, as some earlier

studies suggest, with clustering in the sense that high activity rates

at some time may imply increased rates later, and thus (randomly)

greater probability of larger coming events than for periods of

lower seismicity. In this case, rate increases have little useful

predictive power. Using data from the entire catalogue, the

aggregated rate changes before larger events are clearly and

strongly statistically significant and cannot be explained by such

clustering. To test this we choose events at random from the cat-

alogue as potential ‘‘mainshocks’’. The events preceding the

randomly chosen earthquakes show less pronounced rate increases

compared to the observed rate changes prior to larger events.

Similar behaviour is observed in data sub-sets. However, statistical

confidence decreases for geographical subsets containing few

‘‘mainshocks’’ as it does when data are weighted such that

‘‘mainshocks’’ with many preceding events are strongly down-

weighted relative to those with fewer. The analyses suggest that

genuine changes in aggregated rate do occur prior to larger events

and that this behaviour is not due to a small number of mainshocks

with many preceding events dominating the analysis. It does not

automatically follow that it will be possible to routinely observe

precursory changes prior to individual larger events, but there is a

possibility that this may be feasible, e.g. with better data from more

sensitive networks.

Key words: Temporal seismicity patterns, aggregated data,

precursory activity, Greece.

1. Introduction—Origin of the Conceptual

Framework

The temporal and spatial distribution of seis-

micity can be analysed using various tools. One

specific target is to identify possible earthquake

sequences before or after large events. Such studies

may be able to reveal stress accumulation and

concentration prior to the main event, and the

properties of aftershock sequences may provide

important insights into the physical processes

steering earthquake occurrence, both in the specific

area and more generally. A long-term goal is to

develop a fully adequate physical model of the

processes leading to, and stimulated by, earthquakes.

As a step towards physical modelling, various types

of statistical modelling may be applied. The natural

approach is to regard earthquakes as ‘‘point pro-

cesses’’ in the sense that they occur at distinct

positions and at specific times (Ogata 1999; Vere-

Jones et al. 2005 among others).

Clearly, earthquake sequences reflect important

properties of earthquake processes, including issues

which we do not yet fully understand. It is empiri-

cally well-established that seismicity occurrence rates

after a large earthquake often decay to some ‘‘back-

ground’’ level, approximately according to the

empirical Omori law (Toda et al. 2002, 2005; Utsu

et al. 1995 among others). Foreshocks are frequently

observed, but the division between foreshocks,

mainshocks and aftershocks is not always clear.

Generally foreshocks are only identified as such after

the succeeding mainshock has occurred (Bouchon

et al. 2013; Helmstetter et al. 2003; Helmstetter and

Sornette 2003). Conceptually, it is also reasonable to

envisage that an area subjected to shear loading may

deform, inducing earthquakes, or lock, accumulating

stress which may later lead to a larger event.
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Therefore, seismic quiescence may indicate the risk

of a coming large event, although it may be difficult

to distinguish true quiescence from other phenomena,

such as aftershock sequence rate decay. There have

been many attempts to identify temporal patterns in

seismicity aimed at identifying foreshocks and thus

providing warnings of coming large events. There

have been some, apparently convincing, successes,

e.g. for Iceland (Bonafede et al. 2007; Stefánsson

et al. 1993), but generally these methods have not

worked well. That an Icelandic event could be (ap-

parently) successfully predicted based on foreshock

activity was partly because of the distinct tectonic

situation in the South Iceland Lowlands and partly

because the seismological system there is extremely

sensitive (Wyss and Stefansson 2006). While high

sensitivity is still unusual, many networks have been

greatly improved. Increased sensitivity by one step in

magnitude means about ten times the total number of

recorded events. This could help in the quest to find

seismicity patterns indicative of foreshocks (Mignan

2014).

Here, we study the seismicity rate behaviour prior

to relatively larger events that occurred in Greece

during 2009. Earlier studies on the same area include

those of Papazachos (1974) and Papazachos et al.

(1982) who investigated foreshock and aftershock

sequences of strong shallow earthquakes. Estimating

(retrospectively) the b parameter of the Gutenberg–

Richter (G–R) distribution of magnitudes, they

observed different b values prior to and after indi-

vidual mainshocks. Similar results, concerning

observed decreases of b value during preshock

sequences, were found by Papadopoulos et al. (2006)

who studied the temporal evolution of a more recent

earthquake sequence that occurred in the East Aegean

Sea. Later studies by Drakatos (2000) and the refer-

ences therein focused on periods of relative seismic

quiescence as potential precursory phenomena before

strong aftershocks. Papadopoulos et al. (2000) and

Orfanogiannaki and Papadopoulos (2004) published

results related to precursory activity observed in the

Corinth Gulf. They suggested that foreshocks usually

occur during the last 4 months prior to strong events

and within 30 km radius around their epicentre, with

the highest probability for the mainshock occurrence

found within the last 10 days of the foreshock period.

They also estimated changes in the b-value, sug-

gesting this to be a criterion useful for distinguishing

foreshocks from swarm activity. Console et al. (2006)

worked with data from Greece and applied statistical

models on short and long time scales, while com-

bining temporal and spatial modelling to investigate

the activity prior to major events. Gospodinov et al.

(2015) applied the Restricted Epidemic Type After-

shock Sequence (RETAS) model aiming to identify

precursors and periods of relative quiescence prior to

strong aftershocks and estimate the occurrence

probabilities of new strong events in a sequence.

Below, we present results from a number of dif-

ferent methods aimed at identifying possible changes

in the character of activity prior to larger events, using

data from Greece. Note that we refer to ‘‘preshock

sequences’’ to describe the seismic activity observed

prior to specific larger events defined as ‘‘main-

shocks’’, within a given geographical area. If the

radius and time window are small enough, these

‘‘preshocks’’ can plausibly be mechanically related to

the coming ‘‘mainshocks’’. We term such truly linked

events ‘‘foreshocks’’. Observed changes in the seis-

micity patterns related to potential ‘‘precursory

activity’’ are often reported as such only retrospec-

tively. In the data sets we have investigated,

identifying earthquake events as true precursors to

individual mainshocks can be difficult, because it is

difficult to distinguish them from other types of

‘‘clustering’’ occurring ‘‘by chance’’ prior to the

‘‘mainshocks’’, e.g. as part of an aftershock sequence

that started earlier. In this case, even if our ‘‘main-

shock’’ is part of an ongoing aftershock sequence, it is

still appropriate to seek ‘‘foreshocks’’ manifested as

temporary increasing rates in the generally decaying

aftershock sequence. More details will be given in

later sections.

2. Data—Sources for Catalogues—Case Studies

Following Marsan and Nalbant (2005), to inves-

tigate background seismicity and potential rate

changes before relatively larger earthquakes, we

produce individual seismicity catalogues for selected

areas defined in accordance with known tectonics and

observed seismicity. We used data from the Greek
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catalogue during 2009, provided online by the Aris-

totle University of Thessaloniki (AUTh). The

catalogue consisted of 4900 events (ML C 2, manu-

ally reviewed by the staff of AUTh) located at depths

down to 60 km. The stations used for the location of

these events are shown in Fig. 1, with the majority of

them operated by the Hellenic Unified Seismological

Network (HUSN, D’Alessandro et al. 2011), whereas

some of them belong to neighbouring networks (see

http://geophysics.geo.auth.gr/ss/station_index_en.html

for details). Few larger events (above M5) occurred

in this period and the data are not dominated by one

or a few major aftershock sequences. During 2009 the

configuration of the seismic network was relatively

stable. Our analysis requires that the number of

events is sufficient for our data processing and that

sufficiently long time periods before each ‘‘main-

shock’’ are available to compare possible short-term

rate changes to a reference rate (see Sect. 3). We

present results from the whole of Greece and from

two geographical subsets covering two of the most

active areas of Greece (rectangles in Fig. 1). The

normal faults surrounding the Corinth Gulf form a

tectonic half-graben with high seismicity. Many large

events have occurred in the past, some causing

damage to nearby towns, motivating a dense seismic

network. 903 events with ML C 2 were recorded in

that area during 2009. Lefkada and Cephalonia

Figure 1
Stations of the Hellenic Unified Seismological Network (HUSN) and neighbouring networks. The red rectangles show the geographical

subsets, the southern Ionian Sea and the Corinth Gulf. Yellow arrows and lines show tectonic motions and features. NAF North Anatolian

Fault, NAT North Aegean Trough, CTF Cephalonia Transform Fault
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islands (in the Ionian sea) are the most seismically

active areas of Greece, with strong earthquakes that

occurred in the past (e.g. the M6.4 event in November

2015), and are associated with the Cephalonia trans-

form fault (Karakostas et al. 2004). The subset used

in that case consists of 438 events with ML C 2.

3. Aggregated Seismicity Data—Methods

and Results

Inspection of the catalogue data (here, the Greek

catalogue for 2009) did not reveal unambiguous

precursory activity to individual larger events, so a

reasonable question is if it is sensible to look for

precursors at all. Therefore, we superimpose data

from larger events. Mignan (2014) presented a meta-

analysis on the ongoing debate regarding the possible

prognostic value of foreshocks, in which he reviewed

several studies, some including stacking earthquake

sequences (see also Ogata et al. 1995 and the refer-

ences therein). Here, we first define the magnitude

threshold (Mth) above which all the events (with

magnitude CMth) are regarded as ‘‘mainshocks’’

occurring at time T0. We refer to the magnitude of

these ‘‘mainshocks’’ as M0. The lower threshold we

use, the more sequences will be aggregated. For the

different magnitude thresholds we tried (e.g. M3.5,

M4, M4.5), similar behaviour was observed in the

stacked sequences. Below we present the results for

M0 C 3.5.

Especially as our ‘‘mainshocks’’ may have rather

different magnitudes, it is not immediately clear on

what basis we should select the size of the region

around each mainshock to be searched for possible

precursors. Papadopoulos et al. (2000) and

Orfanogiannaki and Papadopoulos (2004), who

studied foreshock activity prior to strong events

(Ms[ 4.5 and Ms[ 5) that occurred at the area of the

Corinth Gulf, suggested that precursors might be

found within 30 km radius from the epicentre of the

mainshocks and can be observed during the last

4 months before each mainshock. Bouchon et al.

(2013) and Marsan et al. (2014) used a radius equal to

50 km and a time window between 6 months to

1 year to investigate the precursory activity before

M[ 6 events. Considering that the magnitudes of our

‘‘mainshocks’’ are smaller than the ones used in the

aforementioned studies, their choices were the upper

limits for the radius and time window which we

investigated (Fig. 2).

As genuine precursors, if they exist, must be in

some way mechanically related to their mainshock,

they must reasonably be rather close, which for

smaller mainshocks probably means at most a few

kilometres. By using a smaller radius, we increase the

probability of the observed apparent foreshocks being

mechanically related to the coming mainshock, but

generally decrease the number of events included in

each preshock sequence and thus the number of

potential observed foreshocks. On the other hand,

smaller windows imply that fewer sequences will be

spatially or temporarily overlapping (whenever that is

the case, only the sequence preceding the biggest

‘‘mainshock’’ is used). It could be argued that the

radius used should depend on the mainshock mag-

nitude. Our logic is, however, that as we ultimately

seek to identify precursors before a mainshock (of

unknown magnitude) has occurred, we should use a

fixed radius. Note that because our calculations in

practice compare activity rates within a defined

geographical area and period before each ‘‘main-

shock’’, different system sensitivities and magnitudes

of completeness should not be a significant problem.

To reduce possible major ‘‘contamination’’ by

aftershocks of preceding large events, no ‘‘main-

shock’’ was considered if there was a previous larger

event within our time window and radius. If there are

temporary rate increases due to aftershocks to larger

aftershocks, but not directly related to our ‘‘main-

shocks’’, they should occur at random times prior to

T0. Those aftershocks will only lead to major prob-

lems if their rate is rather high so that they will be

rather dominant in our aggregated data. The distri-

bution of the number of events per ‘‘mainshock’’ in

our analysis suggests that with our choice of radius

and time window such possible problems should be

limited.

Some results, produced using data from the whole

of Greece, a time window of 100 days and different

values for the radius around the ‘‘mainshock’’ epi-

centres, are shown in Fig. 2. Having selected events

prior to each ‘‘mainshock’’, we superimpose these

data to produce an aggregated series of all potential
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precursors to all ‘‘mainshocks’’. By plotting the

inverse inter-event times of neighbouring events as a

proxy of the seismicity rate (blue lines in Fig. 2), we

can see that there is a clear increase in seismicity

during the last few days before T0. Chen and Shearer

(2016) normalised the event occurrence by the

duration of the precursory sequence and calculated

the average cumulative density function of their

Figure 2
Aggregated preshock sequences for ‘‘mainshocks’’ of M0 C 3.5, for different radii. The inverse inter-event times of the common series in each

case are shown in blue, as a proxy of the seismicity rate (events/day) and the corresponding average cumulative number of events of the

normalised sequences is plotted in red
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precursory sequences to check if the acceleration

behaviour they observed was dominated by a few

large sequences. We instead normalised by the

number of earthquakes in each sequence and the

average cumulative number of events is shown in

Fig. 2 (red curves), revealing a change of slope

before T0 in all cases, when the proxy of the seis-

micity rate for the aggregated series also increases.

4. Methods of Testing the Results—Applications

The significance of observed changes in aggre-

gated foreshock data can be assessed using several

tests based on data subsets and comparison with

randomised models. We use data subsets based on,

e.g. splitting the aggregated series in two random

parts, into different magnitude bands and into geo-

graphical subareas (Sect. 5). If true seismicity

changes are present, the first two methods should

show similar results. As different geographical areas

may genuinely show different behaviour, the third

test is that of the generality of the observed

behaviour.

We focus on the last 50 days of the aggregated

series of the preshocks that occurred not further than

10 km from the ‘‘mainshock’’ epicentres. This time

window includes the observed increasing trend prior

to T0 as shown in Fig. 2e, while the radius choice

fulfills our criteria (see Sect. 3), also considering the

smaller size of the geographical subareas (Fig. 1). An

example of testing whether the apparent increasing

rate is dominated by only a few events is shown in

Fig. 3, where the group of ‘‘mainshocks’’ has been

randomly split into two parts and the pre-sequences

of each part are aggregated as before. If a single event

dominated the observed rate increase, we would see

the effect in only one of the subsets. If a few events

dominate, then different random selections will likely

show different behaviour. In all cases we investi-

gated, apparent rate increases during approximately

20 days prior to T0 were observed despite less data

than in Fig. 2e.

Thus, we are looking primarily for rate increases.

Lower levels of aftershock sequence contamination

do not invalidate our approach, as explained earlier

(Sect. 3). However, we tested our technique also on a

declustered version of our data. The catalogue for

2009 is not dominated by one or a few major after-

shock sequences. To investigate the possible

disturbing effect of the smaller aftershock sequences

which are observed, we declustered using the meth-

ods of Reasenberg (1985). This identified 878 of 4900

events (whole of Greece) as aftershocks. The aggre-

gation procedure was then repeated using the

declustered catalogue (Fig. 4a). For comparison, the

daily rate of a simulated homogeneous Poisson

sequence with the same number of events is also

plotted. The empirical curve shown climbs above the

random sequence two weeks before T0. Seismic data

are often clustered not only in the sense of Omori-

type aftershock sequences. According to the Guten-

burg–Richter (G–R) distribution, more events imply a

greater possibility of a larger event. In some statis-

tical models, such as the Epidemic Type Aftershock

Sequence (ETAS) model, every single event can

Figure 3
Aggregated series corresponding to the last 50 days of the

aggregated series shown in Fig. 2e (preshocks located within

10 km radius from the ‘‘mainshock’’ epicentres) for a random

selection of half of the ‘‘mainshocks’’, and the remainder. An

increase in seismicity during the last days before T0 is observed in

all plots
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trigger further aftershocks (and thus a small earth-

quake can occasionally trigger a bigger aftershock).

An increase in seismicity rate may then be expected

prior to larger events (Felzer et al. 2004; Helmstetter

2003), but this rate increase has no predictive power

beyond the generality of the G–R relationship. In

other words, the mainshock is related to a preceding

rate increase, but only in a statistical sense via G–R.

Thus, many rate increases will not lead to large

events and they are essentially not useful precursors.

It is, therefore, appropriate to test whether the

observed acceleration of seismicity in the aggregated

series could be due to the tendency of seismicity to

cluster in time.

A common methodology to assess the prognostic

value of foreshocks includes a comparison of obser-

vations to what is predicted by cluster-type models

(Bouchon et al. 2013; Marsan et al. 2014; Mignan

2014 for a review; Ogata and Katsura 2014). Syn-

thetic stochastic data series based on a

suitable space–time ETAS model may be compared

to the empirical data. Statistically significant differ-

ences between the empirical and synthetic data could

reveal precursory activity, which is not included in

the ETAS model. One problem with many such

approaches is that the ETAS model is assumed to be

spatially and temporally constant, which may be a

strong assumption given, e.g. that the magnitude of

completeness in a given area may evolve over time.

Below we present an approach designed to seek

precursory activity and to be relatively insensitive to,

e.g. changes in magnitude of completeness.

For each of our identified ‘‘mainshocks’’ we ran-

domly selected one event from the surrounding area

(within 20 km) and outside the time window used for

the preshock sequences (i.e. the randomly chosen

events occurred more than 50 days prior to each

‘‘mainshock’’). Where the randomly selected earth-

quake had a larger preceding event within 50 days, it

was rejected and a new event was randomly selected.

The ‘‘preshock’’ sequences of one randomly selected

event per ‘‘mainshock’’ were then aggregated. This

procedure was repeated 100 times, allowing the cal-

culation of mean rates and approximate empirical

confidence limits. The results were then compared to

the stacked preshock sequences of our identified

‘‘mainshocks’’ of M0 C 3.5. Such randomised tests

allow the assessment of if observed rate changes are

too large to be reasonably explained by ETAS-type

random clustering.

The results of the randomised test are shown in

Fig. 4b. The shaded area in this figure corresponds to

Figure 4
a ‘‘Mainshocks’’ of M0 C 3.5 from the declustered catalogue of Greece and their aggregated preshock sequences. The red line shows the

average daily seismicity rate. For comparison, and to show the potential level of purely ‘‘random’’ variability, the black line shows the result

of an equivalent poisson realisation. b Red line as in a, but using the raw (not declustered) catalogue. The same number of sequences are

processed in the same way but with random events chosen as ‘‘mainshocks’’. The blue line is the average of 100 such realisations, and the

shaded area shows the empirical 95% confidence interval
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the 95% confidence intervals in the sense that rate in

5% of the random realisations in this example lay

above this value. The average daily rate of the

aggregated series preceding the stronger ‘‘main-

shocks’’ increases compared to the average rate of the

randomly chosen aggregated series and this apparent

acceleration of seismicity is also seen to exceed the

confidence limits.

5. Geographical Subsets—Results

Next, we investigate two geographical subsets of

the catalogue. These areas are geologically and

seismologically different and have different network

densities and completeness magnitudes. We chose

two of the most seismically active areas in Greece:

The southern Ionian Sea and the Corinth Gulf

(Fig. 5a, b). As above, all events over M3.5, without

a larger event just before, were classed as ‘‘main-

shocks’’, and their preshock sequences were

aggregated. The aggregated series of both subsets are

shown in Fig. 6, along with the average cumulative

number of events after normalising each individual

sequence by the corresponding number of earth-

quakes. Figure 7a, c corresponds to the analyses

shown in Fig. 4a and b for the Ionian Sea and Fig. 7b

and d for the Corinth Gulf. All graphs show an

apparent increase in seismicity, clearly above that

expected for Poissonian type behaviour.

However, the randomised test of confidence is

more ambiguous, with the data partly above and

partly below these limits. For the well-monitored

Corinth Gulf the increasing trend of seismicity is

clear and at the 95% level not consistent with simple

clustering, i.e. the data imply a causal mechanical

relationship between the preshocks and the ‘‘main-

shocks’’. There are fewer events from the Ionian Sea,

partly because the completeness magnitude there is

higher as fewer small events are recorded. Here, the

confidence limits suggest that it is not possible to

robustly confirm that the rate increase cannot be

explained by simple clustering, even though this rate

increase is itself very clear.

6. Discussion

Several statistical approaches may be used when

seismicity catalogues are available, as seen, e.g. in

the studies of Marsan and Nalbant (2005) and Ogata

(1999). Differences in the approaches may include

different statistical models and either using complete

or declustered data sets.

The simplest possibly relevant statistical model is

a temporally homogeneous (Poisson) process (Toda

et al. 2002 among others). Considerations of the

mechanics of the situation, including concepts such

as Coulomb stress transfer (Parsons 2005; Parsons

et al. 2000; Stein et al. 1997; Toda et al. 1998, 2005)

imply that some, especially neighbouring, large

earthquakes are specifically interrelated, suggesting

that a homogeneous model is likely to be at best an

approximation. Additionally, it is well known that

aftershock sequences mean that seismicity rates are

often far from homogeneous (Felzer and Brodsky

2005; Marsan 2003). One approach is to try to

identify and remove aftershocks, to produce a possi-

bly near-homogeneous mainshock sequence

(Gomberg et al. 2001; Kilb et al. 2000; Matthews and

Reasenberg 1988; Wyss and Wiemer 2000), although

results may be dependent upon the choice of

methodology, such as declustering algorithms used.

Another way to describe the temporal patterns of

seismicity is by means of cascade models (Felzer

et al. 2015; Helmstetter et al. 2003). Testing data for

consistency with an ETAS-type model can be com-

plex, partly because of issues related to, e.g. data

completeness. We can, however, rather easily test the

internal consistency of the data relative to an ETAS

model, with the randomised tests we described and

applied in Sect. 4. In cascade models, an ‘‘accelera-

tion’’ exists prior to larger events and may be

observable (depending on the data). In one sense,

there are then ‘‘foreshocks’’. However, these contain

cFigure 5
a, b The Ionian Sea and Corinth Gulf areas. Red stars indicate

events of ML C 3.5 without a larger preceding event within

50 days and 10 km
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essentially no predictive power for the coming larger

event, which according to this concept is related to

the foreshocks only in the statistical sense that higher

rates imply a higher probability of future events,

some few of which by chance will be large. It follows

that we should expect some tendency for increased

rate prior to larger earthquakes, even if there is no

relationship between events other than the general G–

R distribution. If this is the case, then we would

expect to see similar rate increases before randomly

selected small events as before larger ones. The

results of this randomised test shown in Figs. 4 and 7

indicate that the stacked sequences of the events

preceding the randomly chosen smaller earthquakes

show much less pronounced rate increase than for our

‘‘mainshocks’’. There is an increase in observed rate

prior to smaller events, but this is not larger than what

we might expect from ETAS-type clustering.

7. Conclusions

Previous studies related to precursory phenomena in

the area of Greece (e.g. Orfanogiannaki and Papado-

poulos 2004; Papadopoulos et al. 2000; Papazachos

1974) presented evidence that foreshock activity took

place prior to several strong earthquakes that occurred in

the past. Although our data are insufficient to reliably

investigate individual events,we seekgeneric behaviour

in activity observed before ‘‘mainshocks’’ and we

investigate whether ‘‘foreshock’’ activity can be distin-

guished fromother types of ‘‘clustering’’.Assuming that

there may be an underlying common behaviour for all

events, we stack or aggregate data to seek patterns.

During the time preceding larger eventswe could in

principle observe either (a) no changes in the seis-

micity rate, (b) a period of decreased rate

(‘‘quiescence’’), (c) an ‘‘acceleration’’ (increase in

seismicity rate) with deterministic components (accu-

mulation of near-critical stress on the fault) or (d) a

‘‘stochastic’’ acceleration, i.e. all events can be regar-

ded as aftershocks to earlier events, with a probability

of occurrence steered (presumably) by the modified

Omori law and magnitudes randomly selected from a

G–R type distribution (ETAS). For our data we can

reject the first two cases. Using the inverse inter-event

times of subsequent events as a proxy of seismicity

rate, an increasing trendwas revealed in the aggregated

series, observable from a few (*20) days prior to the

occurrence time of our ‘‘mainshocks’’.

For most of our data, the hypothesis that the

observed aggregated acceleration can be explained by

an ETAS-type model was rejected with over 95%

confidence. Our approach is relatively insensitive to

many problems, such as data incompleteness and the

assumptions we make are minor relative to most

similar analyses. The results indicate that this is a

necessary, but not sufficient at the confidence level,

test for the hypothetical agreement of the data with an

ETAS model of the defined type.

Figure 6
Aggregated preshock sequences for ‘‘mainshocks’’ of M0 C 3.5 for the subset of a the Ionian Sea and b the Corinth Gulf. The inverse inter-

event times of the common series in each case are shown in blue and the corresponding average cumulative number of events of the

normalised sequences is plotted in red
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If there are deterministic changes in seismicity rate

prior to larger events then this implies that theremay be

some possibility of using seismicity data for short-term

prediction. However, to achieve this we must better

understand the possible patternswhich are there, and to

do this we probably need significantly more data, i.e.

significantly more sensitive seismic networks.
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